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NAGT Crustal Evolution Education Project
Edward C. Stoever, Jr., Project Director

Welcome to the exciting world of current research
into tne composition history and processes of the
eartri s crust and the applNation of this knowledge
to man 's activities The earth sciences are
currently experiencing a dramatic revolution in
Our understanding of the way in which the earth
wr,rks CEEP modules are designed to bring into

assroom the methods and results of these
investigations The Crustal Evolution

El ,,,anon Project began work in 1974 under
-tr auspices of the National Association of
-Ge.-yogy Teachers CEEP materials have been
developed by team,s of science educators
c-assroorn teachers and scientists Prior to
o-nlication the materials were field tested by
fh-,r,-1 than UV tkcriers and over 12,000 students

C :,rustal evolutioN research is a breaking
st:Jr, that students are living through today

About CEEP Modules ...
CEEP ---locules consist of two bocAlets a

Teach , s Guide and a Student Iriiestigation The
Teacner s G sde contains all the information

,arvi :1 ustrat,ons in the Student Investigation
P'us sect,ons printed in color, intended only for tne
teacPer as Nell as answers to the questions that
are ^c'uder in the Student Investigation
In some module,s there are illustrations that

`a;_-)pear only in the Teachb.r s Guide and these are
lewpated ni figure letters instead of the number
see; ,ence used ;n the Student Investigation

Fr_-,r some modules maps, rulers and other
nom on classroom materials ,are needed and in

The material was prepared with the A,
support of National Science Foundat6n
Grant Nos SED 75-20151 SED 77-'08539,
and SED 78-25104 However, any opinions
findings conclusions or recommendations
expressed herein are those of tne author(s)
arid do not necessarily reflect the views
of NSF,

-in owei tp comply with U S Public Caw
?' 94-86 -every school district in the U S A

istng :rese materials agrees to make
them available for inspection by parents or
guardians of children engaged in
educational; programs or projects of the
scbcol district=

sq.

Copyright 1979 by Southr7s1 Missouri State Unhsrsity
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Teachers and students alike have a unique
opportunity throwgh CEEP modules to share in the
unfolding of these educationally important and
exciting advances CEEP modules are designed
to provide students with appealing firsthand
investigative experiences with concepts which are
at or close to the frontiers of scientific inquiry into
plate tectonics Furthermore, the CEEP modules
are designed to be used by teachers with little or
no previous background in the modern, theories
of sea-floor spreading, continental drift and plate
tectonics

We know that you will enjoj, using CEEP
modules to your classroom Read on and be
prepared to experience a renewed enthusiasm for
teaching as you learn more about the hying earth
In this and other CEEP modules

,crying quantities according to the method of
presentation Read over the module before'
scheduling its use in class and refer to the list of
',1ATERIALS in the module

Each module is individual and self-contained in
content but some are divided into two or more
Darts for convenience The recommendll length
of time tor each module.is indicated Some modules
require prerequisite knowledge of some aspects
of basic earto science this. is noted ire the
Teacher s Guide



How Fast Is The Ocean
Floor Moving?

INTRODUCTION
In this module students examine data froin
sediments on the sea-flow. They determine
whether the data support the theory of sea-floor
spreading, and calculate the rate of spreading
of the East Pacific Rise, usind sediment data.

Many earth scientists believe that the continents
of Africa and South America were once joined
together. What is the evidence for this belief? If it
is true, how long has it taken for these two
continents to break apart and move to where they
are now? Is the earth's surface moving in other
places?

One way to answer these questrons.is to study
samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor
Sediment is loose rock, mineral debris, and plant
and animal shells which have settled out of the
water. -In these activities you will use sediment
data, like scientists do, to determine how fast the
ocean floor is moving.

The deep sea sediments were dbtained by the
Glomar Char ranger. The Glomar Challenger )s a ,

specially designed drilling ship that can take
samples of sediment and rock from the floor df
deep ocean basins It recovers both sediment and
rock ores A core is a cylinder of sediment or rock
obtained by using a hollow drill In many lases,
scientists must drill through hundreds of meters
of sediment before reaching t rie solid igneous rook
of the ocean floor This igneous rock formS by
cooling and hardening of Molten rock, material
It is the '.'floor" upon which the sediments/settle.

. ,

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
Students should be familiar with the sea -floor
spreading hypothesis in general. The hypothesis
states that new ocean crust material is added
at the mid-ocean ridge system where the sea
floor spreads apart. The students are expected to
know how to complete a graph.'Some students
may need assistance in converting kilometers
to centimeters.

OBJECTIVES
After You have completed these activities, you
should be able to A

1. Make and interpret graphs which show tie
relationship between the, thickness of a sediment
sample and its distance/from a mid.oCean ridge
2. Make and interpret graphs which .show the
relationship between the age of deep'eep sea sediments
and their distancato a mid ocean, ridge. ..

Air

r

3. Form hypotheses about sea-floor movement
based on data from sediment cores
4. Calculatethe/ate of movement of the ocean
floor from data on sediment thicknesses,., ages of
sediment, and locations of the drill sites

a



MATERIALS
Map, Pacific Ocean Floor, Natiorial Geog5aphic
Society, Educational Services, Department 79,
Washington, D.C. 20036one or two per class.
Meter stick or metric measuring tape one per
group of 3.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The East Pacific Rise is alseS called the East Pacific
Ridge. Published literature indicates that
prominent scientists use these terms interchange-
ably. In this module use of the term East Pacific
Rise conforms to historical precedent and popular
usage.

The data used in this activity were gathered by
the Glomar Challenger on Leg 9 of the Deep Sea
Drilling Project. (The section of a cruise between
two places is called a leg.) The Glomar Challenger
is a specially designed drilling ship which under
ideal conditions can take cores of the entire
sedimentary sequence and the basaltic rocks of the
ocean floor crust. Technological advances allow
scientists to drill cores in the Ocean floor as much
as 4,000 meters below sea level. The drill cores
(some are several hundred meters in length) are
studied on board the ship and eventually taken to
onshore laboratories for more intensive analysis.

Sediments lying on the basaltic ocean floor crust
become progressively older with increased distance
from the oceanic ridge. in the western Pacific,
east of the Philippine Islands, the oldest sediments
recovered from the present ocean floor so far are
of Jurassic age. This agree with their expected
ages calculated from the sp ading rates.

Sediments which cover the ocean floor can either
settle out of seawater in the open ocean (pelagic
sediments) or come directly from land (terrigenous
sediments). Terrigenous sediments are dominant
only around- the ma gins of the ocean basins. The
sediment cores on viShich these student activities
are based are principally pelagic sediments.

The pelagic sediments making up the cores were
largely derived from the remains of organisms
whose shells settled to the ocean floor. The cores
do contain some other minor coestituents. A more
extensive discussion of deep-sea sediments can
be found in Principles of Oceanography (Davis,
1977). The composition of the sedlment'core data
used in this module can be found Iti the article by
Hays, and others, 1970, listed in the references.

2
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Figure A. Data from sediment cores have helped
to confirm the sea-floor spreading theory.
Sediments recovered directly above basement
(igneous ocean crust) nearer the oceanic ridge are
younger (Y) than those recovered farther from the
ridge (0).

Sedimentation rites in most parts of the open
ocean are slow, ranging from a few millimeters
to a centimeter per thousand years (Davis, 1977,
p. 411). The rates at which sediments accumulate
vary with time. The Deep Sea thilling'Project has
shown there were periods of time when sediments
accumulated very slowly or not at all, There are
places near the equator where the high production
of plants and animals results in rapid accumulation
of sediments. In any case, we would expect the
older portions of the ocean floor crust to have a
thicker sediment cover than ?he younger ocean
floor crust.

It is possible to establish the age of the sediments
by examining the paleontological (fossil) evidence
contained in the cores. Since the sediment cover
begins to accumulate when the oceanic crust is
first formed at the mid-ocean ridge, it is Inferred
that th# basalt crust and basal sediments (those In
contact with the crust) are nearly the same age.



SUGGESTED APPROACH awrzarotam___
This activity can be completed where students can
work at desks or laboratory tables. Students should
be encouraged to discuss their results and
hypotheses with each other.

These activities can be done by the students
independently or in small groups. The students
should be encouraged to complete the EXTENSION
section of the module and offer alternative
hypotheses to explain the observed data.

PRQCEDURE
PART A7 What can we learn frorrdeep sea
sediments?
Students examine sediment thickness data and the
age of the bottom sediments on the sea floor to
see if the data support the theory of set -floor
spreading.
Students are asked to explain the data from one
site that does not seem to correspond to data
from other sites.
Key words: sediment, Glomar Challenger. core,
East Pacific Rise, sea-floor spreading
Time required'' one 45-minute period
Qaterials: map, Pacific Ocean Floor, National
'Geographic Society.

The students may need help completing the graphs.
Remind the students not to plot data from Site 84
until after completing'Irth graphs.

Tire graph of sedim&it thickness data is not a
straisht line. Show students how to adjust a "best
fit" line.

The graph of bottom sediment age should be
virtually a straight line. The ;Bottom Age" data
represent Ihe age of the lowermoV sediments
lying in contact with the basaltic ocean crust. The
ago; therefore, represents the inferred age of the
sea fldo (or crust) at a particular site.

The data you will be using in this actR'ity are based
on measurements from sediment cores. The
GlomOr phallenger drilled these sediment cores
near the East Pacific Rise. The East Pacific Rise is
part of a 54,000 km-long mid-ocean ridge system
Mid-oceah ridges are thought to be places-where
the process of sea-flooripreading (which results in
breakup and separation Of continents) takes place.
Figure 1 is a map showing where the cores were
drilled.

f
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Some studen s may need help when doing the
calculations to determine the rate of spreading in
PART B of this activity. You may have to assist
in converting kilonieters to genti m eters. All 4

calculations are variations of the familiar "distance
equals rate multiplied by time:"

Each part should be concluded with a group
discussion of the results, questions, and extensions.

140'W 120'W o(5- w 80' Vi

20° N

0'

2)" S

Figure 1 Site locations of Leg 9 deep sea drilling
cores Modified from Hays, J D , and others, 1970,
p 12, with permission )

tir
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Table 1 contains data about position and thickness
of deep sea sediments lying on top of the igneous
rock of the ocean floor.

Table t
Glomar Challenger Deep Sea Gores, Leg 9.

(Modified from Hays, J.D., and others,
1970, p 12, with permission.)

Drill Site
'Number and
Location

Distance train.
Middle of
East Pacific
Rise

Sediment 'Bottom
Thickness Sediment Age

t Down to l(m(llions of
It

Igneous Rock years old)

77 (West of
East Pacific
Rise)

3.359 km 481 m 36

79 "(West of
East Pacific
Rise)

2086 km 414 m 21 5

81 (West of
East Pacific 1,280 km
Rise)

r

409 m 14 5

182 (West of
East Pacific 549 km,
Rise;

214 m 9 5

I Approximate
Ridge Axis

0 km
none

recovered 0

83 ( East of
East Pac,fic 797 km

I
Rise)

241 m ° 10 5

184 (East ot /I
I East Pacifiej 2 000 km
I Rise)

1

254 m 8 5

4
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1. Using the sediment thickness data from Table 1,
complete the graph below. Plot the distance to the
East Pacific Rise along the horizontal axis. Plot
the sediment thickness along the vertical axis.
Do not plot data from Site 84 at this-time. This
site is unusual, and you will plot it later.
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800 1800 2400 3200

- Distance to East Pacific Rise from either side ficilorheters)

Graph of sediment thickness versus distance to
middle of the East Mcific Rise

2. Shown below is a profile of the igneous rock
ocean floor on egch side of the East Pacific Rise
Sketch HI how you think sediment thickness
changes in both directions away from the middle
of the East Pacific Rise.

-4-- West East Pacific Rise East --lo-
t

I
3. Explain what 'oar grand sliptch mean in
the space below.
The concept of a "best fl be may be too difficult

_
for some students. After they connect the points, 4
explain that the pronounced change In slope is due
to a change in the rate of sediment accumulation
as the Pacific Plate moved Into a region where the
rate of sedimentation was slower.

li

-s

ti

4000

.

t

1--

t

Since the "best fit" ilne on the graph slopes
upward, it shows that sediment thickness
increases with increasing distance from the East
Pacific Rise. The, purpose of the sketch Is to have
the student visualize the information shown on
the graph. The sketch should show sediments
becoming increasingly thicker as distance from the
East Pacific Rise increases.

5



4. Does your graph of distance versus sediment
thickness lend support to the sea-floor spreading
theory? Why or why not?
The graph arkd sketch do support the theory of
sea-floor spreading. Since the youngest' rocks are
at the ridge center, you would expect them to have
been exposed for a shorter time to the "rain" of
sediment. Older rocks farther from the ridge
have been exposed longer and consequently have
a thicker sediment cover.
5. Fil4 in the age of the rocks at the bottom of the
sediments in the graph baloW. For each drilling
site number, plot the distance to the ridge center
along the horizontal axis. Plot the bottom, sediment
age along the vertical axis. to not plot the data
from Site 84 at thi "time \This site is unusual, and
you will plot i4 late .

40

30

20

10

YL

0
800 1,600 2400 3200

Distance to East Pacific Rise from either side (kilometers)

Graph of age of bottom sediments,,versus distake
to middle of the East Pacific Rise.

&. Explain what your graph shows about the
relation of bottom sediment age to distance from
the middle of the East Pacific Rise.
The graph indicate hat the bottom sediments
become progressiver older the farther they are
from the ridge center. The line is not straight
because the spreading rate has varied through
geologic time.

6
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4000

7. Does your graph in step 5 support the
theory of sea-floor spreOng?
The graph (and data) supports the theory 9f
sea-flooi spreading since new crustal material is
added at the ridge,center and hence is young, as is
the sediment cover. As spreading occurs, the older
rocks, with their overlying sediment, are bshed
farther from the ridge as progressively yourkger
rocks are added. Hence, we would expect the
oldest sediments at some distance from the ridge
and younger sediments adjacent to the ridge.
8. Now plot the data from Site 84 on both of your
graphs (steps 1 and 5):

411k The point for Site 84 should He well below the
"best fit" line on both graphs.

\ 3
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9. Let's be sure you understand why Site 84 is
unusual. From Table 1 you can see that Site 84
is located almost the same distance from the middle
of the East Pacific Rise as Site 79. But the Site 84
points you plotted on your graphs are not near
the points for Site 79. From the first graph you can
see the sediment at Site 84 is not as thick as
expected. Inithe second-graph, you can see the age
of the sOthents is less than expected. Something
really is unusual at Site 84! What do you think
causes this') TO find out the answer, look
carefully at the location of Site 84'on the core

*map. Compare its location on the National
Geographic map, Pacific Ocaan Floor (your teacher
h s, a copy). Sketch on the core map any feature
of the National Geographic map which might help
e plain the unusual data from drill Site 84.
Site 84 'does not fall close to either line. The data
appears anomalous (does not fit the pattern)
because the sediments overlying the baSalt at Site
84 are younger than Site 83. This suggests the
sediments at Site 84 may be influenced by their
proximity to the Cocos Ridge (another spreadkpg
center). If Site 84 is plotted with respect to the
Cocos Ridge as a spreading center, the data do
"fit" and further support the theory. Students
should sketch in the approximate position of the
Cocos Ridge on the core map.

PROCEDURE
PART B How can sediment data be used to
determine the rate of movement of the ocean floor?

The students calculate the rate of spreading along
the East Pacific Rise, using the familiar formula:
Distance = Rafe x Time
Key words: none
Time required: one 45- minute periqd
Materials. mbter stick Or metric measuring tape.

Some students may need help in converting
kiloMeters to centimeters -(100 centimeters/meter
x 1000 meters/kilometer = 100,000 centimeters/
kilometer or 1 x 105 cm/km).

Examination of Table 2 shows with three different
time intervals that the rate of spreading has not
been the same throughout geologic history.

Suppose a car starts from agiyen point and js
driven for 10 hours in a straight line. At the end of
10 hours it is found to have traveled 50 km. How
fast did the car move') You know that rate equals
the distance traveled divided by the time, or,

V

,t

10. Suppose it costs $1,000,000 to drill a core, and
you have just received $4,000,000 to drill new
cores. You are in charge of the drilling ship. You
heed more information to explain the unusual data
at Site 84. Where would.you locate hew drill
sites? Show'your drill sites on the core map and
explain the information you hope to gain at each
new site.

The four site locations (4 cores at 81,000,00,0 each)
chosen by each student depend on the additional
information desired.

If information is wknted to identify the Cocos
Ridge as a spreadirib center, drill the cores on troth
sides of the ridge, perpendicular to its axis. Some
students may wish to drill cores near the Middle
America Trench to examine Cocos Ridge/Tfench
interaction. You might wish to call the students'
attention to other modules dealing with trenches
and subduction zones.

The student may suggest that cords be drilled
closer to, or farther from, Site 84 to determine
where the influence of the East Pacific Rise
diminishes and the influence of the Cocos Ridge
predominates.

Further, some students may Giant to take core
samples in the region of Site 84 to confirm the data
derived from the original core sample.

Rate
Distancel Time

therefore,
50 k in

Rate = 5 km per hour.
10 hours

You can use this same formula as you investigate
ocean-floor movement.

1. Using Table 1 you can see that the bottom
sediment at Site 77 is 36 million years old What is
the rate at miich the ocean floor moved to carry
the bottom sediments 3,359 km frilm the middle
of the East Pacific Rise? Write your answer in
centimeters per year. (You can ask tour teacher to
help you if you have difficulty changing kilometers
to centimeters.)

Rate of motion =
Distance traveled

Time in years
( 3,359 km ) (100,000 cm)
(36,000,000 years) ( 1 km, )

(3.359 x 103 km) (1 x 105 cm)
(3.6 x 10' years) x ( 1 km )

0.933 x 10' cm/yr
9.33 cm/yr

Ratp

I 0 7



2. Imagine that the Glomar Challenger drilled a
core 7,100 km west of the East Pacific Rise. How
old would you expect those bottom sediments to
be? (HINT. You will have to change the formula
to read time equals distance traveled divided by
the rate.)

Distance traveled
Time = Rate

( 7100 km ) (100,000 cm)
(9.33 cm per year) x ( 1 km. )

( 71 x 102 km ) (1 x 105 cm)
(9.33 cm per year) x ( 1 km )

0.761 x 105 years

76,100,400 years.

Tablp 2.
Rates of sea-floor movement west of

the East Pacific Rise

Time ir'nei.val Average movement rate

0-10 million years 6.5 cm/yr

10-20 million years , 11.5 cm/yr

20 -37 million years, 9.4 cm/yr

3. Examine Table 2. You can see that the average
movement rate for the first 10 million years was
6.5 cm per yearr. For the next 10 million years, the
rate was 11.5 cm per year What do the different
movement rates indicate? Has the Pacific Ocean
floor near the East Pacific Rise moved at the same
rate all through its history?
The different movement rates for the three time
intervals indicate that the rate has changed. The
rate of movement of the Pacific Ocean floor has
varied through geologic time. The cause of these
changes is not clearly understood and is the
subject of current research. Note that movement
rates are not the same as spreading rates, which
are a measure of how fast two adjoining plates are
moving apart,

SUMMARY TIONS
1. Scientists think t at the process of sea-floor
spreading occurs i the Atlantic Ocean just as it
does in She Pacific. Core samples have been
drilled in the Atlantic Ocean floor. Do you think
bottom sediments drilled near the North American
continent are older than the sediments drilled near
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge? Explain your answer
bplow.
The sea-floor spreading hypothesis holds for all
spreading centers. Therefore, if sea-floor spreading
occuisJn the Atlantic, the older sediments should
be located farther from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge;
sediments drilled near the North AmerIc5in
continent would be older.

8

4. Measure your height in centimeters How long
would it take a rock near the East Pacific Rise to
move the same distance as you are tall? (Use the
rate of movement from question #1 )
Answers will vary, init the answers should be
determined as below. Assume a student is 157.5
cm tall (5 feet 2 inches).

Time
Distance
Rate (from question #1 above)
(157.5 cm )
(9.33 cm/yr)
16.9 years

'K

2. Cold you figure out how fast the East Pacific
Rise it spreading if you didn't know the age of the
bottom sedimbnts? Why or why not
No you couldn't. You need to know the age -to-
distance- traveled relationship to determine the
rate of motion (this can be clearly illustrated by
referring to the algebraic equation: Rate Distance

Time). The age of the rocks can be determined
by methods otper than datint the bottom
sediments. 04 such wax is by using magnetic
anomalies. You may wish to use another module
dealing with magnetic anomalies.

I



EVALUATION ototazttiatatmuzgeoraT
In addition to formal evaluation you can observe
the,students' participation and performance as
a'means of informal evaluation. Alternatively,

you may wish to giye each student a map of an
otean with the mid-ocean ridge shown. Ask
them td show which way the ocean floor is moving
and label the older anti younger parts of the
ocean floor.

EXTENSIONS
Pretend you are a scientist who does not believe
the theory of sea-floor spreading. Make alternate
hypotheses to explain the data. How'would you
explain the sediment thickness data?

Put your arguments in written form and "publish"
a scientific article so your classmates can reac4it.
Persuade other students to propose different
hypotheses and write articles explaining their
theories.

This can be the most exciting portion of the lab.
Encourage students to offer hypotheses that
explain the data.

You can improve their writing skills by asking them
each to write an article as if it were to be published
in a scientific journal. Have them circulate their,
articles to othei members of the class. The
writing of one's ideas and explaining them to

is,. colleagues often enhances understandi3g of the
original concepts being presented.

REFERENCES
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Wyllie, P.J., 1976, The way the earth works: an
introduction to the newiglobal geology and its
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Students should be encouraged to offer their own
hypotheses to explain the data presented in this
module. It may be difficult, but it can be and has
been done, most notably by a Soviet geologist,
Belossov, and the American petroleum geologlit,
Meyerhoff. Syntheses of their arguments can be
found in Sullivan's book listed in the references.

A point might well be made here. Any datum
presented in this module by itself does not
necessarily, "prove" the theory of sea-floor
spreading. It is the sum of all the observable
evidence, including much nor presented here, that'
makes such a stron9 case in favor of the Theory. It
should be pointed out, however, that some of the

4tngest data supporting the theory of sea-floor .

preadiola are the observed magnetic ancrrrialies
coupled with age-dating of the correipondjA9
rocks.

- Considerations of this sort can leagto a discussion
of what constitutes proof. For example, have
students "prove" the earth is round and not flat.

I 20
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NAGT Crustal Evolution.
Education:'Project-Modules
CEP Modules arelistehere in alphatletical4,,
order Each Module is designed for,use in ;',"

the number of class periods indicated Fdr.
suggested Sequences of CEEP Modules ,to *

cover specific topics and for correlation
`of CEEP Modules to standard earth science
textbooks, consult W4d'sde&oriptive
literature on CEEP Thne Catalog Numbers.
'shown here/refer to tli CLASS PACK
of each Module consisting of a Teacher's
Guide and 3O copies, of the Student
Imiestigation See WardS'descriptive
lirerature lqi:,atternate,order.quantitieg.
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Copyright 1979 Except-far the rights to
materials reserved by others the '
publisher and the copyright owner hereby

grarrt permission without charge to
domestic persons of the U S and Canada
for use of this Work and related materials
in the English language in the U S and
Canada after 1985 For conditions of use
and permission to use the Work or any part
thereof for foreign publications or
publications in other than the iglish
language apply to the copyright owner or
publisher

CEEP Module
Cjass CLASS PACK

Periods Catalog No.

A Sea-floor Mystery: Repping,
Polarity Reversals

to. Continents And Ocean Basins:
.1 Floaters And Sinkers

3-5

84 W 120S.

34 W 1202

It Crustal Movement A Major Force 2-3 34 W 1203
In Evolution .

Deep Sea Trenches And Radioactive 1 34 W 1204
Waste

Drifting Continents And Magnetic 3 34 W 1205
Fields

Drifting Continents And Wandering 4 34 W 1206
- Poles

';Earthquakes And Plate 2 34 W420/1
' Boundaries
Fossils As Clues To Ancient 2-3 '34 W 1208

Continents'
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How Fast Is The
Ocean Floor Moving? /

i

Many earth scientists believe that the continents
of Africa and South America were once joined
together What is the evidence for this belief? If it
is true, how long has it taken for these two
continents to break apart and move to wher.e they
are now? Is the earth's surface moving in other
pieces?

One way to answer these questions is to study
samples Of sediment taken from the ocean floor
Sedittient is loose rock, mineral debris, and plant
and animal shells which have settled out of the
water In these ectivitiesyou will use sediment
data, like scientists 4, to determine how last the
ocean floor is moving.

The deep sea sediments were obtained by the
Glomar Challeger. The Glomar Challenger is a
specially designed drilling ship that can take
samples of sediment and rock'from the floor of
deep ocean basins It recovers both sediment and'
rock cores A core is a cylinder of sediment or rock
obtained by using a hollow drill. In many cases,,
scientists must drill through hundreds of meters
of sediment before reaching the solid igneous rock
of the ocean floor. This igneous rock forms by
cooling and hardening of molten rock material.
It is them,flor" upon which the sediments settle.

OBJECTIVES
After you have completed these activities, you
should be able to
1. Make and interpret graphs which show the
relationship between the thickness of a sediment
sample and its distance from a mid-ocean ridge.'

2. Make and interpret graphs which show the

4-1
relationship between the age of deep sea sediments
and their distance to a mid-ocean ridge

Copyright 1979 by Southeast Missouri Slate Univershy

No.

3. Form hypotheses about sea-floor movement
beSed on data frdm sediment cores.
4. Calculate the rate of movement of the ocean
floor fror'n data on sediment thicknesses, ages of
sediment, and locations of the drill sites

5
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PROCEDURE
PART A. What can we learn from deep sea
sedimente? .

Materials. map, Pacific Ocean Floor, National
Geographic Society. 2

.p.
The data nu mil be using in this activity are based

- on measuremehts from sediment cores. The
Glonjar, Challenger drilled these sediment cores
near the East Pacific Rise. The East Pacific Rise is
part of a 64,000' kmilong mid-ocean ridge'system.
Mid-ocean ridges are thoUght to be places where
the process of sea-floor spreading (which results in
breakup and separation of continents) takes place.
Figure 1 is- a map showing where the cores were
drilled.

6
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Figpre 1 Site locations of Leg 9 deep sea drilling
cores (Voslitied from Hays, JET and others:1970,
p 12. waropermission )

I

2

Table 1,contains data about position and thickness
of deep sea sediments lying on top of the_igneous
rock of the ocean floor

Table 1.
Glomar Challenger Delp Sea Cores, Leg 9

S

(Modified from Hays, WEI , and others,
1970, p. 12,w,vith permission.)

Drill Site
Number and
Location

Distancs from '1 Sediment Bottom
Middle of 1 Thickness !Sediment Age

1

East Pacific 1 Down to 11 millions of
Rise ligneous Rock !years old,

77 (West of I
East Pacific; 3.359 km
Rise)

481 m 36

79 (West of
East Pacific! 2 086 km
Rise)

,. 414 m 21 5

81 (West of
East Pacific ' 1 280 km
Rise)

409 m 14 5

82 (West of
East Pacific 549 km
Rise)

214 m 95

Approximate ,

FaNdge Axis
0 km

4
none

recovered 0

83 (East of
East Pacific! 797 km
Rise)

241 m 10 5

84 (East of
East Pacific! 2 000 km
Rise)

1 I

254 m 8 5

1 11
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Using the sediment thickness data from Table 1,
complete the graph below. Plot the distance to the
East Pacific Rise along the horizontal axis. Plot
the sediment thickness along the vertical axis,
Do not plot data from Site 84 at this time. This
site is unusual, and you will plot it later

800 1600 2400 3200 4000

Distance to East Pacific Rise from either side (KlIometers)

Graph of sediment thickness versus distance to
middle of the East Pacific Rise.

2. Shown belowlis a profile of the igneous rock
ocean floor on ettch side of the East Pacific Rise.
Sketch in how you.think sediment thickness
changes in both directions away from the middle
of the East Pacific Rise.

-4 West

1 7

East Pacific Rise East
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3. Explain what,your graph and sketch mean in
the space below

4,

4. Does your graph of distance versus sediment
thickness lend support to the sea-floor spreading
theory? Why or why not

4

1 8
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5. Fill in the ade of the rocks at the bottom of ./he
sediments in the graph below. For each drilling
site number,-plot the distance to the ridge center
along the horizontal axis. Plot the bottom sediment
age along the vertical axis. Do not plot the data
from Site 84 at this time. This site is unusual,.and
you will plot it later.

A

40

30

20

10

t

800 1600 2400 3200 4000

Distance to East Pac.fic Rse from eIner sioe (Kilometers)

Graph of age of bottom sediments versus distance
to middle of the East Pacific Rise

6. Explain what your graph shows about the
relation of bottom sediment age to distarice from
the middle of the East Pacific Rise.

7. Does your graph in step 5 support the
theory of sea-floor spreading?

4

8. Now plot the data from Site 84 on both of your
graphs (steps 1 and 5).

1 9
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9: Lef.s be sure you understand why Site 84 is
;Unusual From 'Table 1 you can see that Site 84

is located airriost the same distance from the middle
of the East Pacific Rise as Site 79. But the Site 84
points you, plotted on your graphs are not near
the points,for Site 79. From the first graph you can
see the sediment at Site 84 is not as thict as
expected. In the second graph, you can set the age
of the' sediments is less than expected. Something
r.eally is unusual at Site 841 What do you think
causes this7-To find out the answer, look
carefully at the locatiorl-Of Site 84 on the" core
map. Compare its location on the National
Geographic map, Pacific Ocean Floor (your teacher
has a copy) Sketch on the core map any feature
of the National Geographic map which might help
explain the unusual data from drill Site 84.

PROCEDURE

PART B How can sediment d.,ta be used to
determine the rate of movement of the ocean floor?
Materials meter stick or metric measuring tape

Suppo6e a car starts from a given point and is
driven for 10 hours in a straight line. At the end of
10 hours it is found to have traveled 50 km How
fast did the car move? You know that rate equals
the distance traveled divided by the time, or,

D
1 Rate =

istance
Time

therefore,

Rate = 50 km
10 hours= o km per hour

You can use this same formula as you investigate
ocean-floor movement

A. Using Table 1 you can see that the bottom
sediment at Site 77 is 36 million years old. What is
the rate at which the ocean floor moved to carry
the bottom sediments 3,359 km from the middle
of the East Pacific RiseTWrite your answer in
centimeters per year (You Catwisk your teacher to
help you if you have difficulty changing kilometers
to centimeters )

6

10. Suppose it costs $1,000,000 to drill a core, arid
'you have just received $4,000,000 to drill new
cores. You are in charge of the drilling ship You
need more information to explain the unusual data
at Site 84 Where would you locate new drill
sites? Show your drill sites on the core map and

.explain the information you hope to gain at each
new site

2. Imagine that the Glomar Challenger drilled a
core 7,100 km west of the East Pacific Rise How
old would you expect those bottom sediments to
be? (HINT You will have to change the formula
to read time equals distance traveled divided by

`the rate )

Table 2
Rates of sea-floor movement west of

the East Pacific Rise

Time Interval , 1 Average movement rate

0-10 million years 1 6.5 cm/yr

10-20 million years i 11 5 cm/yr

20-37 million years 9 4 cm/yr

2()



3.. Examine able 2. You can see that the average
movement rite for the first 10 million years was
6 5 cm per year. Foci the next 10'million years the,
rale was 11.5 cm per year What do the different ,

movement rates indicate? Has the. Pacific Ocean
floor near the East Pacific Rise moved at the same
rate all through its history? Kt

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. Scientists think that the process of sea-floor
spreading occurs in the Atlantic Ocean just as it
does in the Pacific Core samples have been
drilled in the Atlantic Ocean floor Do you think

%- bottom sediments drilled near the North American
continent are older than the sediments drilled near
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge? Explain your answer
below

EXTENSIONS
Pretend you are a scientist who does not believe
the theory of sea-floor spreading. Make alternate
hypotheses to explain, the data. How would you
explain the sediment thickness data?

REFERENCES

Hays, J.D., and others, 1970, Deep Sea, Drilling
Project. Leg 9. Geotimes, v. 16, ho. 4 (April),
p. 11-13.

4. Measure your height in centimeters How long
would it take a rock near the East Pacific Rise to
move the same distance as you are tall? (Use the
rate of movement from question #1.)

2. Could you figure out hew fast the East Pacific
Rise is spreading if you didn't know the age of the
bottom sediments? Why or why not

Put your arguments in written form and "publish"
a scientific article so your classmates can read it.
Persuade other students to propose different
hypotheses and write articles explaining their
theories

Sullivan, W , 1974, Continents in motionthe new
earth debate. San Francisco, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 399 p.
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